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Intro: empowering employee voice 

 
Handbook of Research on Employee Voice (2014) states, "The term 'employee voice' 

refers to the ways and means through which employees can attempt to have a say and influence 

organizational issues that affect their work and the interests of managers and owners." When 

employees feel like their voices are not valued, communication barriers begin to form. Some 

communication barriers are stress, fear, and distrust, which creates employee silence. This 

prevents employees from sharing helpful information with their teams such as ideas, feedback, 

and concerns that can improve relationships, productivity, and culture for retention purposes. 

Impact Mākars created a groundbreaking solution organizations can adopt to drive workplace 

engagement. 

Impact Mākars humanizes workplace communication by empowering employee voice 

through spoken word poetry™. Spoken word poetry allows employees to express and share their 

true perceptions about how they feel about their work environment and roles they play within 

them. By quickly identifying culture challenges, companies can begin to implement changes 

sooner to improve morale and the workplace environment to increase engagement and retention.  

Impact Mākars was founded on the belief that you should not have to sacrifice your 

identity for a paycheck. Impact Mākars aims to shift and improve workplace communication to 

create a fun culture where employees are happy.  

I founded Impact Mākars based on two inspiring journeys; overcoming the fear of public 

speaking after finding my voice in Oak Park & River Forest High School's spoken word poetry 

club and understanding the value of choosing a career that makes you happy after witnessing my 

mom’s work-related stroke. 

 

For more details about Impact Mākars story, visit Impactmakars.com/about. 
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Benefits of spoken word poetry versus traditional 

communications workshops
 

Impact Mākars uses spoken word poetry to enable participants to experience the following three 

elements absent in traditional communication workshops:  

- Developing an awareness and sense of identity  

- Reducing identity stress and anxiety that typically influences  

  communication and behavior  

- Producing creative communication skills to connect with  

  diverse audiences 

Spoken word poetry develops an awareness and sense of identity  

Spoken word poetry is a raw and engaging performance art form that blends elements of 

theater and rhetorical devices into an expressive storytelling message. Using skills in 

brainstorming, creative writing, feedback, editing, memorization and public speaking, the 

process of creating spoken word poetry inspires employees to open up to different perspectives 

of their work environment. This modern approach to communication separates itself from the 

traditional communication workshops. Guided creative expression enables participants to feel 

comfortable writing, verbalizing, and discussing their thoughts about diversity, gender, class, and 

race. It allows them to self-reflect, and confront biases, thoughts, and emotions they would 

otherwise refrain from sharing in the workplace. Spoken word poetry does this by taking an 

indirect approach and allows individuals to open up to have meaningful conversations revolving 

around sensitive topics.  

Once individuals have a better understanding of who they are, they can make better 

decisions tailored to their authentic identity without being fearful of owning up to those 

identities. Allowing yourself to be vulnerable in front of others by performing in front of them 

beats the bully-like self-critic that holds individuals back from saying what’s truly on their minds 

and restores the voice that is oppressed for marginalized groups. This allows them to rewrite the 
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narratives of gender roles, stereotypes, and conformity that pits one group against another.  

The more an individual can authenticate themselves, the more authentically they will behave and 

communicate.  

Spoken word poetry reduces identity stress and anxiety that typically 

influences communication and behavior   

Once individuals have developed a better sense of identity, how they manage stress 

associated with this identity will be reflected in how they communicate and behave. Our 

identities are shaped by experiences; however, they are not always the true reflection of who we 

really are. Expressional art forms such as spoken word poetry encourages individuals to revisit 

these experiences and work through them so one gains a better sense of one’s true self. Unlike 

traditional workshops, which use archaic methods to “push” information onto participants, 

Mākarshops use spoken word poetry techniques to “pull” information out. This reverse approach 

allows participants to explore and share untapped parts of themselves they were once foreign to.  

 The repetition and sharing of that self-reflection empowers individuals to take more 

control over their emotions from diverse experiences surrounding their identity. By learning to 

manage identity stress and anxiety and releasing it through expressive poetic exercises, an 

individual’s communication is less likely to be influenced by stress and anxiety once it is 

poetically reduced. Spoken word poetry therapeutically reduces the mental and emotional 

barriers of stress and anxiety of one’s identity in personal narrative fashion, something that 

traditional communication workshops do not.  

Spoken word poetry produces creative communication skills to connect with 

diverse audiences 

Once individuals have a better understanding of self, they can make better decisions 

based on their authentic identity without fear of judgment. By accepting and owning these other 

identities, they can determine which communication tools work best for them and apply those 

communication skills within their careers. Mākarshops allow individuals to share more because 

they feel relaxed in a poetically-crafted, multi-sensory experience with music playing to break 
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down emotional and mental barriers for participants to better craft their poems. The use of 

storytelling makes it more memorable. Information retention heightens as words and messages 

are framed uniquely using rhetorical devices, thereby triggering parts of the brain that aren't 

accessed through everyday language.  

In addition, spoken word poetry diversifies how we communicate and broadens audience 

reach by providing more communication options in our toolkit as well as a dynamic selection of 

creative communication approaches. Vocal techniques include tone, inflection, pitch, pacing, 

clarity, and volume are a few elements of spoken word poetry’s public speaking aesthetic. 

Rhetorical devices applied in spoken word poetry such as metaphor, personification, rhyme, 

rhythm, freestyle (spoken word version of improv), and imagery activates senses and emotions. 

Using spoken word poetry techniques to disseminate information demands the audience’s 

attention rather than asking them for permission. Appealing to the senses connects to memory, 

allowing individuals to retain information in a more diverse way and pay closer attention to the 

communication between individuals or groups. 

 Likewise, rhetorical devices can help convey boring or less interesting information in a 

captivating way to make content more memorable and referenceable. Being able to simplify 

complicated language and effectively communicate it to diverse audiences that vary in age, 

gender, ethnicity, and background is essential for individuals to understand the material. 

Pairing science with an engaging element such as spoken word poetry creates a more 

social experience. Since individuals of different cultures and backgrounds consume and process 

information differently, wordplay matched with storytelling inclusively reaches many groups 

that traditional communication workshops may miss.  

Also, as a result of increased technology, attention spans have shortened. Therefore, 

exploring methods of brevity are essential to sharing information and making it adhere to the 

mind of the receiver. Poetry distills language and being economical with communication 

prohibits jargon and buzzwords that are cliche. Spoken word poetry orchestrates a unique spin 

and approach to developing the following four communication styles: verbal, non-verbal, 

interpersonal, and intrapersonal. Because the approach is unique, it’s more appealing than 
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traditional communication workshops.  

Mākarshops: description, use-cases, and takeaways 
 

Mākarshops are customized professional development workshops that empower 

employee voice through spoken word poetry communication techniques. Employees learn how 

to express their thoughts, emotions, and ideas in the workplace to solve cultural issues to 

improve engagement, inclusion, and retention.  

 

Each Mākarshop has three parts: a performance, a presentation, and a workshop. 

 

Performance: To get the participants pumped up, the session kicks-off with a spoken word 

poetry demonstration that reflects the Mākarshop topic. This showcases the creative writing and 

public speaking skills participants will learn during the workshop.   

Presentation: An introduction to the Mākarshop topic and discussion on how spoken word 

poetry’s transferable communication techniques will be used to address the topic.  

Workshop: An interactive team based creative writing session where participants apply the 

transferable communication skills they learned. 
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Mākarshop use-cases for internal communication purposes 

I've interviewed and surveyed Mākarshop participants from different professions and 

departments about their Mākarshop experience for feedback. Here are the seven Mākarshop 

use-cases for internal communication purposes. 

7 Mākarshop use-cases (internal communication) 
1. On-Boarding & New Hire Orientations 

2. Team Building Staff Retreats  

3. Leadership Trainings  

4. Conferences: Kickoffs & Energizers  

5. Wellness Sessions  

6. Department Meetings   

7. Ideation & Feedback Sessions 

Mākarshop use-cases (external communication) 

A significant advantage Mākarshops have is that participants co-create original content 

during the sessions. From edutaining to personal poems and performances with professionals 

showcasing their personalities and personal narratives, videos capture the essence of the 

Mākarshop experience. Collecting and typing the poems provide opportunities for publications 

and repurposing the poems for alternative creative use. Below are four Mākarshop use-cases for 

external communication purposes.  

Four Mākarshop use-cases (external communication) 
1. Brand Marketing Campaigns 

2. Billboard Ads  

3. Commercials 

4. Events  
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I experimented with the idea of publishing Mākarshop poems written by human resource 

professionals through a creative project called Mākarzine: Your Emotions Are Your Employees. 

Mākarzine features Mākarshop poems, insights about the poems’ themes, and the status updates 

(see page 9). The poems and status updates created during the Mākarshops inspire participants to 

provide feedback and ideas based on the writing topic, which allows leadership and management 

teams to closely examine how they can improve their work cultures. This is an upside to 

Mākarshops as participants are given a voice and a platform to channel that voice in an artistic 

way. To check out the first Mākarzine issue, visit Impactmakars.com/makarzine.  

 I’ve highlighted 15 primary takeaways Mākarshop participants communicated to me that 

reflect the Mākarshop experience. Since Mākarshops are customized, benefits vary; however, 

below are 15 primary takeaways participants can expect.   

15 Mākarshop takeaways 

— Relieving Workplace Stress  

— Understanding Self and Co-Workers 

— Creating Awareness of Team Culture Needs 

— Fostering Intentionality and Empathy  

— Transforming Adversity and Vulnerability to Your Advantage 

— Modernizing Communication To Engage Young and Diverse Audiences 

— Simplifying and Reducing Your Message to Make It Memorable  

— Developing Engaging Public Speaking Skills 

— Sharpening Active Listening and Feedback Skills 

— Strengthening Social and Emotional Intelligence  

— Exercising Conceptual Cognition and Imagination Skills 

— Learning Unique Storytelling Delivery Skills 

— Activating Design Thinking and Meaning Interpretation Skills 

— Generating Creative Problem Solving Skills 

— Curating Open Dialogue and Conversation Around Sensitive Topics 

For more details about Mākarshops, visit Impactmakars.com/makarshops. 
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Mākarshop measuring tools and improvements

 

Mākarshops use a narrative-based grounded theory approach to ensure results. I 

administer surveys with open-ended questions to allow participants to fully express what they 

received out of the experience. This allows me to better understand participants’ Mākarshop 

experience. 

Mākarshops also use an interactive tool that brings Facebook to real life. That tool is 

called status updates. At the beginning of the Mākarshop, each participant is given a pile of 

blank, blue sheets of paper. Participants are asked to jot down their thoughts (status updates) 

about the Mākarshop while it is in session. After writing the anonymous status updates, 

participants ball up the blue sheets of paper and toss them to the front of the room. Yes, poems 

are being written while balls of paper are flying everywhere. Once the Mākarshop is over, some 

of the status updates are shared out loud. This creates an engaging Q&A session where 

participants comment on the status updates and provide actionable ways to address the topic 

expressed in the status updates. 

The status updates allow participants to stay actively engaged throughout the entire 

session and provides real time feedback. This tool serves as a timeline of the participants' 

experience, allowing me to fine-tune specific parts of the Mākarshop. Status updates remix 

traditional surveys into an engaging method that produces employee input. 

I’ve noticed how raw and open participants are through the status updates because it is 

fun and again, provides participants a platform to exercise their inner voice. The poems reveal 

information about participants, their co-workers, team dynamics, and the working environment 

because they are crafted in teams and purely anonymous. I’ve examined the consistencies in the 

Mākar Reflections participants submit to me for feedback. I categorize their responses 

accordingly to determine if the Mākarshop’s intention reflects the participants’ takeaways.  
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On the topic of data collection, there are a couple of questions that challenge me: 

1.) How can we make other data collection techniques fun for the participants so it doesn't dilute 

the authenticity of the feedback?  

2.) How can we use these additional data collection techniques in the moment of the experience 

rather than waiting till the end of a session when most participants scurry to finish the survey 

because they don’t enjoy the process and want to get it over with? 
 

While many individuals catch on quickly to the Mākarshop activities, others find it 

challenging to break down their barriers and think creatively to express themselves because they 

are not used to doing so in their working environments. This essential dynamic would be 

hindered by too much prescriptive direction, though there are participants who would certainly 

prefer to know every detail upfront. The status updates provide another creative communication 

channel that encourages real-time employee voice. Teaching participants the art of 

resourcefulness by tapping into their internal resources such as creativity and imagination is a 

reverse approach that encourages participants to dig deep within themselves. This will not 

always be comfortable for everyone – learning to embrace discomfort and increase 

self-awareness is one of the many ways Mākarshops strengthen employee voice. 

For more details about how organizations can benefit from empowering employee voice and 

poetry in the workplace, visit Impactmakars.com/articles. 
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Conclusion: university partnership goals

 

 

My goal right now is to partner with a university to design Impact Mākars courses for 

graduate students in business programs. My goal is to eventually create Impact Mākars programs 

at universities (Mākarversities) that focus on teaching Impact Mākars courses to business 

students. Collaborating with faculty to conduct research around using spoken word poetry to 

empower employee voice. This will allow students and current business leaders from companies 

to take these courses to learn how to improve engagement and retention using innovative 

Mākarshop approaches.  

My bigger goal is to transform Impact Mākars into a social enterprise to open the first 

cross-interdisciplinary performing arts center. The center will operate as a co-creating space 

focusing on workforce training and development for artists and artrepreneurs. I envision Impact 

Mākars playing a significant role in funding spoken word poetry programs for students K-12 so 

they can exercise student voice skills and eventually apply those skills in the workplace to 

empower employee voice.  

             


